
The GC-PC 730 I top-handled petrol chain saw is a compact and efficient tool that convinces as a reliable helper for thinning out scrub and removing

branches from trees. Thanks to a choke and primer, the engine starts without difficulty. The GC-PC 730 I comes with a chain brake, kickback

protection, a robust claw stop made of metal, a centrifugal clutch and good safety features. Thanks to the crank shaft with bilateral bearings, the engine

runs with very low vibrations. For high user-friendliness even on long work sessions there is also an integrated anti-vibration system. The cutter rail and

chain are kept lubricated by the automatic chain lubrication system. Warning - This chain-saw is for use by trained tree service operators only.

Top-handled Petrol Chain Saw

GC-PC 730 I
Item No.: 4501842

Ident No.: 11018

Bar Code: 4006825641721

Features & Benefits
Anti-Vibrations handle - cushion shocks-

Big metal claw-

Automatic lubrication of the chain-

Kickback protection and instant chain brake-

Top Handle Chainsaw-

Choke and Primer for a fast start-

Digital ignition-

Crank shaft mounted at two ends-

Centrifugal clutch for cutting tool-

Cutter guard-

Technical Data
- Engine two-stroke, air cooled

- Engine displacement 25.4 cm³

- Power 0.7 kW

- Max. speed 11000 min^-1

- Capacity of fuel tank 0.23 L

- Capacity of oil tanky 160 mL

- Sword length 305 mm

- Cutting length 24 cm

- Cutting speed 21 m/s

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg) 3.8 kg

- Gross weight (kg) 4.9 kg
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Available as special accessories

Spare Chain 30cm 1,3 44T 3/8
Chain Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4500178
Bar Code: 4006825610321
Einhell Accessory

Ersatzschwert 30cm 1,3
Chain Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4500162
Bar Code: 4006825610314
Einhell Accessory
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